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Program

Jazz2

Full Count ................................................. Mark Taylor
The Slug ..................................................... Frank Mantooth
Cut to the Chase ........................................... Bob Mintzer
Arr. Gordon Goodwin

Lab Band

Ain’t No Way .................................................. Frank Fisher
Samba de Help Me .......................................... David Metzger
Tour de Force ............................................... Dizzy Gillespie
Arr. Tom Husak
From the Bottom of MY Heart .......................... Stevie Wonder
Arr. Fernie Lechuga
‘Round Midnight .......................................... Cootie Williams and Thelonious Monk
Arr. Mark Taylor
Swingin’ for the Fences ................................... Gordon Goodwin
PERSONEL

Lab Band

Saxophones
Carlos Colon, Alto
Ricky Vilardell, Alto
Abel Mireles, Tenor
Pablo Berumen, Tenor
Wesley Hovis, Baritone

Trumpets
Raul Candelaria
Steve Hernandez
Juan Gonzalez
Mike Frisby
Matthew Sanchez

Trombones
Alicia Yañez
Miguel Herrera
Brian Chapman
Alberto Flacon

Rhythm section
Michael Martinez, Piano
Daniel Contreras, Guitar
Hector Ollea, Bass
Eleni Droutas, Bass
Mark Grimm, Drums
Justin Conrow, Drums

Jazz2

Saxophones
Jonathan Reyes, Alto
Ricardo Magallanes, Alto
Ruben Salinas, Alto
Freddy Gates, Tenor
Mike Juarez, Tenor
Jerry Toca, Baritone

Trumpets
John Riley
Adrian Bandu
Julian Bonilla
Javier Garza

Trombones
Jonah Bahta
April Ruiz
Chris Spence
Joel Barrios

Rhythm section
Paul Sanchez, Piano
Guillermo Estrada, Guitar
Martin Robledo, Guitar
Edgar Ramos, Guitar
Hiram Rodriguez, Guitar
Jorge Gonzalez, Guitar
Victor Flores, Bass
Chris Padilla, Bass
Gabriel Burciaga, Drums
Sergio Sanchez, Drums